Medical Medals in the Collection of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia*

By ELLA N. WADE

The care and cataloguing of medals is but one of the many duties of the curator of the Mütter Museum and College Collections, therefore, our method is a very simple one, and my paper will be brief.

There are, in the collection of the College of Physicians, 184 medals and 105 badges, quite a number of which are duplicates, but whether a medal is a duplicate or not, it must still be catalogued and cared for.

The care of these merely consists of periodical cleaning to remove the dust that accumulates even in the snug-fitting drawers of the cabinet in which they are stored, polishing those that tarnish and checking occasionally to be sure that each one is in its proper place.

The cabinet that houses the collection was purchased expressly for that purpose and has proved very suitable. The lower part consists of eight shallow drawers. In these the medals are placed in numerical order, using the top drawer first and numbering downward. The glass display case which is built on the top is equipped with adjustable glass shelves. It is divided into two sections by a mirrored partition, which, reflecting the medals, adds greatly to the effectiveness of the exhibit. Small metal easels support the average size medals while the smaller ones are usually arranged in rows on the lower shelves where they may be more easily seen.

My interest in numismatology was very superficial until it became one of my duties to care for the collection and plan new exhibits. I knew nothing about medals and had no special interest in them, never having won any, or in fact, never having known anyone who did. I had little conception of their significance, so preparing for a new exhibition, I chose the ones pleasing to the eye and as nearly uniform in size and shape as possible. It happened that many that I had selected were badly tarnished. This necessitated a session with a soft cloth and a can of metal polish, and I was agreeably surprised to find that beneath the
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discoloration the bright metal disclosed historical scenes, significant portraits and symbolic pictures, minute, but perfect in detail. I realized that here were indestructible records of medical history and scientific accomplishments; memorials of great events and famous institutions; badges of honor of distinguished men, and in many instances, desirable works of art. Caring for them, I perceived, would be no disagreeable chore, but a diversion both pleasing and fascinating. I find something of an adventure when new donations come into our possession, to remove any tarnish that may exist and discover what interesting details lie beneath.

The cataloguing is as simple as the care. The medals are numbered consecutively, as they are received. This number is recorded on two labels in India ink. The very small label—to fit the edge of the medal—is attached thereto with shellac and the larger one is pasted to the lining in the bottom of the drawer in the medal cabinet, indicating the place allotted to that particular medal. The number, the name, the description of the medal, the name of the donor and its location in the case are all listed in the catalogue of College Collections.

We also have a donor’s file (not alone for medals but for all museum and college possessions) and the medals are also listed in this file under the name of the donor.

Besides these there is a card file or index. This really consists of two files, one numerical and one alphabetical, so there are always at least two cards for each medal, bearing the number, the name, the description, the name of the donor and its location, and often more than two, for frequently one may be filed several ways alphabetically, for example the cards for a medal bearing the head of Ephraim McDowell, struck to commemorate the centennial of the first ovariotomy performed by McDowell in 1809, are filed under M—McDowell, O—Ovariotomy, and C—Centennial, so that with even a meager description and though unfamiliar with the collection, one could easily find desired information about any particular medal.

After a new accession has been numbered and allotted a space in the cabinet, all information concerning it is turned over to the cataloguer on the library staff and cards are again made for the library file, so that visitors to the library, although strangers to the Museum and College Collections, may obtain information from that source.

As previously stated, when it became my task to change the medal display at intervals, those were chosen which made an artistic or symmetrical arrangement, rather than those that would be of numismatic interest. The Curator at the time, Dr. Joseph McFarland (now honorary curator), must have noticed this, for while he complimented me on the appearance of the case, he asked me, in his kindly and diplomatic manner, if I didn’t think it would be well to make a display of a certain
class of medals. I agreed, and this lead to an additional way of cataloguing them—that is by classification. This catalogue is a simple loose leaf binder. The collection has been divided into eight classes. They are: (1) Medals of Award, (2) Personal Commemorative Medals, (3) Commemorative Medals of Events, (4) Medals of Institutions, (5) Honorary Medals, (6) Medals of Personal Tribute, (7) Advertising and other Tokens, and (8) Miscellaneous Medals.

This scheme of division has proved valuable to the system of cataloguing for it facilitates the arrangements of new exhibits and makes it very easy to find a certain type of medal when inquiry is made. In doing this we consulted no numismatic catalogue, but have divided the medals into the classes most suitable to our own collection.

Of these classes the most elaborate seem to be the medals honoring such men as Dr. David Hayes Agnew (fig. 1), Dr. S. Weir Mitchell and Dr. Samuel D. Gross. Many of these are of gold and are jewelled. The Copley Gold Medal (fig. 2), presented to Dr. William Hewson as a result of a paper he delivered in 1769, has been passed on to the oldest medical man in the family in successive generations. It was deposited with the College of Physicians of Philadelphia in 1925 and will

Fig. 1. Jewelled medal presented to Dr. David Hayes Agnew.
remain in its custody, although it still is the property of the surviving medical man of the Hewson family.

Among the medals of institutions, the University of Pennsylvania, Bi-centennial medal is not without interest being the last work of R. Tait McKenzie (fig. 3).

The midwifery and advertising tokens are interesting. Among them is an entrance token to the Amsterdam Medical Garden in 1758 with the name of the owner engraved thereon.

Among the older medals is one of silver in honor of Conrad Gessner (fig. 4), the German Pliny, presumably struck to commemorate his call to the chair of natural history at Zürich in 1564; also one of
Richard Mead (fig. 5)—a very prosperous practitioner of his day—who inherited the famous gold-headed cane from John Radcliffe. We also have a Golden Angel Touch Piece of Henry VIII, used in the cure of the King's Evil in early times when healing became an attribute of sovereignty, supposedly having been bestowed by the gods on men who by genius or fortune had been raised above the level of their fellows. The Angel was first ordered struck by Edward IV in 1465. Its name is derived from the figure on the obverse, of the Archangel Michael piercing the dragon.

An interesting medal of Benjamin Rush, struck during the period in which he was Treasurer of the United States Mint is considered a rarity, as is also an advertising token of Myddelton, a man midwife.

Recently we received a collection of British war medals from Dr. Edward F. Corson. There are twenty-six in the collection, all with the...
original campaign ribbons attached and the name of the recipient engraved on the edge of the medal. These were not given for outstanding medical achievement, but all represent awards for medical military services. In this collection is a Waterloo medal (fig. 6) over 100 years old, issued to the Inspector General of their hospital staff. This is unique, since a Waterloo medal to a medical officer is a rarity, especially to a high ranking one.

Among the medals of award we have the Mary Ellis Bell medal presented to the University of Pennsylvania by Dr. Edward B. Krumbhaar in memory of his mother, which is annually awarded to the student
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who presents the best piece of medical research work before the Undergraduate Medical Association, and the Walter Burns Saunders medal awarded annually for distinguished service in nursing.

Most of the collection, I presume, would be interesting to a numismatist, and he would see a few not found in any other medal collection.

I have prepared a descriptive list, in fact, almost a complete catalogue of our medals and badges. This will enable anyone who is also in charge of a collection, to make comparison. The numbers at the left are the catalogue numbers allotted to our medals. Where more than one number appears for a medal, duplication is indicated and if that particular medal is lacking in another collection, we will welcome an exchange for one which we do not have.
Our method of cataloguing may be of little value to those in charge of a vast collection and whose entire time is devoted to it, but it is adequate for our purpose and in its simplicity may, in part, appeal to some other cataloguer—at least I hope someone may find a helpful suggestion in it.

MEDALS OF AWARD

618 AESCULAPIUS
641 Ob. Head of Aesculapius facing. ZETESEOS (H)ENEKA (Because of research) Signed, R.T.M. '23 (R. Tait McKenzie)
704 Rev. MARY ELLIS BELL / PRIZE FOR / UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL RESEARCH / WON BY
   125 mm. Bronze.
   This medal was presented to the University of Pennsylvania by Dr. Edward B. Krumbhaar in memory of his mother, Mary Ellis Bell, in 1923, and is awarded annually.

644 BIGLOW, Dr. Henry Jacob (1818-1890) Boston, Mass.
Rev. THE BOSTON SVRGICAL SOCIETY. FOVNDED 1914. In depressed circle, AWARDED TO / panel decorated with laurel FOR / CONTRIBUTIONS / TO THE / ADVANCEMENT OF / SVRGERY
   78 mm. Bronze.
   Storer catalogue (1931) No. 366.

616 GERHARD, Dr. William Wood (1809-1872)
714 Rev. An altar, such as is found on Greek coins of the best period, bearing the classic lamp of knowledge and entwined by a single snake of Aesculapius which gazes at the lamp. THE PHILA / DELPHIA PATHO / LOGICAL SOCIETY / HONORS ZEAL / IN RESEARCH.
   50 mm. Bronze.
   Known as the Gerhard Medal of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia. It is a replica of the Gold Medal presented to Simon Flexner in 1931. It was modelled for Dr. Arthur Gerhard who presented it to the Philadelphia Pathological Society. The first recipient was Dr. William Welch of Baltimore.

Ob. Bust to left. In front, ALFR. / NOBEL Behind, NAT. / MDCCC / XXXIII / OB. / MDCCC / XCVI
Rev. INVENTAS, VITAM. IUVAT. EXCOLUISS. PER. ARTES.
   In circle, Hygeia to left, laureated and seated drawing water from a rock and supporting a fainting female. In front, book and branches of laurel. Ex. REG. UNIVERSITAS—F. G. BANTING / MCMXXXIII—MED / CHIR. CAROL.
   68 mm. Bronze. Replica of Banting's Medal.

702. ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE.
Ob. Hygeia, the daughter of Aesculapius, with snake entwined on left arm, bestowing a wreath upon Research, a kneeling male figure with the lamp of knowledge in his right hand. AVDPICIIS. SOCIETATIS.—REGIAE . MEDICINAE. Above the head of Research INSTITVTAE / MDCCCV Ex. NON. EST. VIVERE. SED / VALERE. VITA
Rev. Cheiron, the Centaur teaching the young Aesculapius the art of healing. They stand before a spring, the boy holding the plants in his right hand, with a coiled snake between the Centaur's legs. Above a bow with five arrows and the words FINIS / CORONAT OPVS
44 mm. Bronze.
This medal is awarded triennially for valuable contributions to the science and art of Medicine. It was established by Dr. Robert Murray Leslie and was first awarded to Sir Almroth Wright,

Rev. A / RECOGNITION / BY HIS FRIENDS AND STUDENTS
Five of the University of Harvard seals arranged in line. Below, AWARDED TO / blank label. On edge, BRONZE
50 mm. Gilt bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 3189

628 SAUNDERS, Walter Burns
629 Ob. THE WALTER BURNS SAUNDERS MEMORIAL MEDAL Bust of Florence Nightingale facing, slightly to left. In front of neck, FLOR-ENCE / NIGHTINGALE / 1848 Behind neck, R.T.M. / (monogram) '29 Ex. FOUNDED BY / W. L. SAUNDERS. 2nd
Rev. AWARDED TO / lamp of knowledge, laurel branch, blank label / DIS-TINGUISHED / FOR / SERVICE / IN / THE CAUSE OF NURSING
On edge MEDALLIC ART CO. N.Y.
68 mm. Gilt bronze.

673 SEDGWICK Memorial Medal.
Ob. *SEDGWICK * MEMORIAL * MEDAL In depressed circle three nude figures, an adult male and male and female child. To the left MARY DONELSON
Rev. At top, bottom and side rims, twined laurel branches. AWARDED star TO two stars / blank label BY THE AMERICAN / PUBLIC star HEALTH star ASSOCIATION FOR / DISTINGUISHED / SERVICE three stars IN two stars / PUBLIC star HEALTH star / small blank label.
57 mm. Bronze
This medal was first awarded by the American Public Health Association to C. V. Chapin for distinguished service in public health in 1930.

701 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA ALUMNI SOCIETY
Ob. MEDAL OF THE ALUMNI SOCIETY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. In center, A thistle with two leaves.
Rev. In crossed laurels, the staff of Aesculapius, upright.
50 mm. Bronze.
This and a prize of $50.00 is offered annually to the member of the graduating class who has attained the highest general average in examinations.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 6042.

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS—Personal

743 BERNARD, Dr. Claude (1813-1878) Paris, France.
Ob. Bust to right. Signed, A. Borrel
Rev. CLAUDE BERNARD / NE A ST JULIEN (RHONE) 12 JULIET 1813 / MORT A PARIS. 10 FEVRIER 1878—MEMBRE / DE L'ACADEMIE FRANCAISE / DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES / DE
L'ACADEMIE DE MEDECINE.—PROFESSEUR / AU COLLEGE DE FRANCE / A LA FACULTE DES SCIENCES / AU MUSEUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE
75 x 120 mm. White Metal.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 313.

688 BOERHAAVE, Dr. Hermann (1668-1738) Leyden, Holland.
Ob. HERMANNUS—BOERHAAVE Bust to left. Below, and near rim VIVIER F.
Rev. NATUS / VOORZOUTI / PROPE LEIDAM / IN HOLLANDIA / AN. M. DC. LXVIII / OBIT / AN. M. DCC. XXXVIII. /—/ SERIES NUMISMATIC / UNIVERSALIS VIORUM ILLUSTRIUM /—/ M. DCCC. XIX / DURAND EDIDIT On edge, MONOCHII
40 mm. Bronze.

642 BUIJALSKI, Dr. Ilya Vasiliewitch (1789-1864) Petrograd, Russia.
643 Ob. OT IMPERATORSKOI, etc., in Russian. (From the Imperial Medico-
742 Chirurgical Academy and the Russian Medical Profession.) Military bust to right. On shoulder, in Russian, P. BRUST—NITZIN F.
Rev. In Russian, 1864 / IYALYE (etc.) (On the twenty-fourth day of July with supreme permission, to the Emeritus Professor E. W. Bujalski, in recognition of his fifty years of service for his country and for Science.) All in laurel and oak surmounted by star. 62 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 523.

746 CURIE, Pierre et Marie
Ob. UNO INTERNATIONALIS CONTRA CANCRUM. Busts—Pierre facing, Marie, to left. PIERRE ET MARIE CURIE / DECOUVRENT / LE RADIUM / NOVEMBRE 1898.
Rev. Blank.
50 mm. Bronze.

693 CUVIER, Baron Georges Leopold Chretien Frederic Dagobert de (1769-1832)
Paris, France.
Ob. GEORGES CUVIER .—NE A MONTBELIARD EN 1769. MORT A PARIS EN 1832. Bust to left. Below, A. BOVY 1834.
Rev. About the periphery in two rows PAIR DE FRANCE. CONSEILLER D'ETAT ET AU CONSEIL ROYAL D'INSTR. PUBL. SECRETAREA PERP. DE L'ACADEMIE DES SCIENCES. L'UN DES 40 DE L'ACAD. FR. ACAD. LIB. DE L'ACAD. DES BELL. LETT. PROF. AU COLL. D. FR. ET. MUS. D'HIST. NATURELLE &.&. In field, DISCOURS / SUR LES REVOLUT. / DU GLOBE. / RECHERCHES SUR LES OSSEMENTS FOSSILES. / ANATOMIE COMPAREE. / REGNE ANIMAL. / HIST. DES SCIENCES NATURELLES. / &.&. / rosette.
68 mm. Bronze.
This medal was apparently struck to commemorate the death of this distinguished naturalist and comparative anatomist, the founder of paleontology.

716 DELORME, Charles (1628) Physician in Ordinary to the Dauphin.
Ob. Bust to right in costume of the period. 1628 CAROL DELORME REG. CONS. ET MED. ORDINARIO PRIM AET 43.

670 DERCUM, Francis Xavier
Ob. Bust to right. Ex. FRANCIS X. DERCUM. To right of bust, FECIT MCMXXIV / CARL AUGUST HEBER / SCULPTOR.
Rev. Blank.
18 x 13 inches. Bronze plaque.
658 DURANTE, Dr. Francisco ( ) Rome, Italy.
   Ob. CHIRURGIAM ROMAE INSTRAURAVIT Bust to left. Beneath bust, A. SIRIELLI.
   Rev. FRANCISCO DURANTE / QUINQUECENNALIA / FELICITAR
   ALVMNI / MDCCXXVIII.
   24 mm. Bronze.
   Storer catalogue (1931) No. 934.

719 FLEXNER, Simon
   Ob. Bust to left. SIMON FLEXNER. Signed, BASHKA PAEFFSC.
   Rev. Gate to Rockefeller Institute. Beneath FROM THE MEMBERS OF
   THE / ROCKEFELLER INSTITUTE 1935.
   82 x 65 mm. Bronze.
   Given on the occasion of his retirement from the Directorship of Rocke-
   feller Institute 1935.

738 GALL, Dr. Franz Josef (1758-1828)
   Ob. Perpendicularly, FRANZ J.PH GALL. Head to right. Below, BARRE F.
   1828.
   Rev. NE A TIEFENBRUMM G° DUCHE DE BADE EN 1758 MORT A
   PARIS EN 1828. In tied laurels, AU / CREATEUR / DE LA PHY-
   SIologie / DU CERVEAU.
   45 mm. Bronze.
   Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1167.

603 GESSNER, Dr. Conrad (1516-1568)
   Ob. CONRADUS—GESSNERUS. M.D. Bust to right with flat cap. On
   shoulder, HIG (essner).
   Rev. ARCHIAT. PROF PHYS. TIGURIN. Arms, a crested shield bearing lion,
   eagle, dolphin. Below, MUNIFIC. AUG. / 1564.
   34 mm. Silver.
   This presumably commemorated the call of Dr. Gessner to the Chair of
   Natural History at Zürich in 1564.

681 HAHNEMANN, Dr. Samuel Christian Freidrich (1755-1834)
   Ob. SAMUEL HAHNEMANN NATUS MISNAE D.X. APRILIS
   MDCLV. / DOCTOR CREAT. ERLANGAE—D.X. AUGUST
   MDCCCLXXIX. Head to right. On neck, KRUEGER F.
   Rev. MEDICINAE HOMOEOPATHICAE AUCTORI DISCIPULI ET
   AMICE D.X. Augusti MDCCXXIX. In field, SIMILIA / SIMILIBUS.
   39 mm. Bronze.
   Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1434.

689 HALLER, Dr. Albert von (1708-1777)
   Ob. ALBERTUS HALLER. Bust to right. Below, CAQUE. F.
   Rev. NATUS / BERNAE / IN HELVETIA / AN. M. DCC.VIII. / OBIT /
   AN. M. DCC.LXXVII. / --- SERIES NUMISMATICA / UNIVERSALIS
   VIORUM ILLUSTRIUM / --- / M. DCCC. XXI. / DURAND EDIDIT.
   40 mm. Bronze.
   Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1447.

666 HARTUNG, Dr. Christoforo (1779-1853)
   Ob. CHRISTOFORO HARTUNG. I. R. CONSIGLIERE NATO A ROM-
   HILDO IN SASSONIA INFERIORE XI MAGGIO MDCLXXIX / 
   CREATO DOTTORE L’UNDICI AGOSTO MDCCCLXXII A VIENNA
   DALLA ACCADEMIA GIUSEPPINA. Head to left. Below, F. Broggi F.
   Rev. I CLIENTI ED AMICI IN SEGNO DI GRATITUDINE ED AMICIZIA
   MILANO XI MAFFIO MDCCCLIII. In field, SIMILIA / SIMILIBUS
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/ CURENTUR / — / PRIMO / OMEOPATICO / NELLA / LOMBAR-DIA.  
40 mm. Bronze.  
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1474.

756 HEDEN, Dr. Johann August Wilhelm (1760-1836) Dresden, Saxony  
Ob. I.A.G. HEDENVS PER X. LVSTRA MEDICVS SAGATVS ET TOGATVS / DRESDAE D. XVI M. IVLII / MDCCCXXXIII. Head to right. On neck, KRUEGER F.  
Rev. ORE DOCENS ARTEM DEXTRA FERT ARTE SALVTEM. Aesculapius binding the thigh of a wounded soldier. Below, COLLEGARVM ET AMICORVM / PIETAS.  
40 mm. Bronze.  
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1498.

687 HOFFMANN, Dr. Frederick (1660-1742)  
Ob. FRIDERICUS HOFFMANNUS. Bust to left. Below, WOLF F.  
Rev. NATUS / HALAE / IN MAGDEBURGIGA / AN. M. DC. LX. / OBIIT / AN. M. DCC. XLII. / — / SERIES NUMISMATICA / UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM / — / M. DCCC. XXIII. / DURAND EDIDIT.  
43 mm. Bronze.  
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1567.

665 HOSACK, Dr. David (1769-1835) New York, N.Y.  
Ob. DAVID—HOSACK, M.D. Head to right, the hair brushed upwards. Signed, FURST F.  
Rev. ARTS AND SCIENCE. A short column and many emblems: lyre, spade, staff of Aesculapius, mounted sphere, bust, mallet, palette with brushes, note book, square and compass and paint tubes. Ex. FURST F.  
34 mm. Bronze.  
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1567.

695 HUMBOLDT, Alexander von (1769-1859)  
Ob. ALEXANDER AB HVMBOLDT / NAT XIV SEPT. MDCCCLXIX. Head to left. On truncation, C. PFEUFFER F.  
Rev. FLORA SVBT. / IRRT. VEG. ET. AN. / ITER. AMERIC. / GEOGR. / DISQ. GEOI. ET / MAGNI / LIN. ISOTh. in heavy tied oak wreath. Signed, G. LOOS. DIR.  
40 mm. Bronze.

696 HUMBOLDT, Alexander von (1769-1859)  
Ob. In depressed oval, surmounted by long garland of oak leaves drawn through two rings, bust facing and to the right. Above, 1769-1859. Ex. between garlands of laurel AL. v. HUMBOLDT. Signed, M & W St  
Rev. Blank.  
38 x 50 mm. Bronze.  
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1702.

735 JACOBI, Dr. Abraham (1830- ) New York, N.Y.  
Ob. A. JACOBI, MD. Bust to left. Ex. MCMX. Signed, MOBRAY CLARKE  
Rev. Tied laurels. PRESENTED . / IN. CELEBRATION. OF HIS. / FIFTY YEARS. OF SERVICE./ AT / between laurels. MT. SINAI. HOS. PITAL. / BY. THE. ASSOCIATED. / ALUMNI. / between rosettes MDCCCLX / MCMX. On edge MED. ART CO.  
50 mm. Bronze.

604 LAVATER, Johann Caspar (1741-1801) Zurich, Switzerland. Physiognomist.  
Ob. JOH. GASPARUS—LAVATER Bust to left, with four strips of braid and four buttons on coat. Below, LEVEQVE. F
40 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2029.

745 LEIDY, Prof. Joseph (1823-1891)
Ob. 1st PRES. AMERICAN ASSN. OF ANATOMISTS. 1888-91. Below, JOSEPH LEIDY. 1823-91 Head to right. To left, R.T.M. (monogram) '38
Rev. TO / CELEBRATE / FIFTY YEARS OF / ACHIEVEMENT / 1888-1938 Laurel branch. Around edge, MEDALLIC ART CO. N.Y.
63 mm. Bronze. (R. Tait McKenzie)

Ob. Bust to left in depressed circle. Lower right hand corner N. C. JACOBS 1926.
Rev. Blank.
134 x 173 mm. Bronze plaque.
The original is in the University of Rochester Medical School.

602 LONG, Dr. Crawford Williamson (1815-1878) Athens, Georgia.
625 Ob. TO CRAWFORD W. LONG. FIRST TO VSE ETHER AS AN AN-AESTHETIC IN SVGERY / MARCH 30TH 1842. FROM HIS ALMA MATER / Bust to left, seated administering ether to a patient. In front of forehead 1815 / 1878 Ex. upon a label between thistle branches CLASS OF '39 / PENNSYLVANIA Behind neck, R. TAIT MCKENZIE / — / 1912
Rev. Blank.
75 mm. Light gilt metal.

686 MALPIGHI, Dr. Marcello (1628-1694) and Sbaralea
Ob. MARCELLVS. MALPIGHIVS. BONON. PHIL. ET. MED. COLLEG.
Bust to left. Below, s.v.
Rev. 10. HIERONYMVS. SBARALEA. DOC. COLLEG. ET BONON. ANAT. LECT. EMERIT. Bust to left.
36 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2298.

672 MEAD, Dr. Richard (1673-1754) London, Eng.
Ob. RICHARDVS MEAD. MED. REG. ET S.R.S. (Socius Regiae Societatis).
Draped bust to right. Below, L PINGO F. LABOR. EST—ANGVES-SUPERARE intersected by moon and radiant sun. An infant seated holding serpent by the throat. At sides of armorial shield, in exergue, N. AV. XI—MDCLXXIII / O.F. XVI—MDCLIV
40 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2407.

660 OLLIER, Dr. Leopold (1830-1900) Lyons, France.
Ob. Bust to left in robe. Below, LEOPOLD OLLIER / 1830-1900
48 x 72 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2648.
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685 PARE, Dr. Ambroise (1509-1590)
Ob. AMBROISE—PARE. Portrait bust in costume of the period, to right. Below, Depaulis F.
Rev. NE / A LAVAL / MORT / EN M. D. XC. — 1609 / GALERIE METALLIQUE / DES GRANDS HOMMES FRANCAIS. / 1819.
40 mm. Bronze.

654 PASTEUR, Dr. Louis (1822-1895)
Ob. LOVIS—PASTEUR Bust to left, (in skull cap) Signed, behind neck, O. Roty
Rev. CENTIEME ANNIVERSAIRE Ex. 1822-1922. In field, DE LA NAISSANCE / DE / PASTEUR / — / 27 DECEMBRE—
38 mm. Bronze.

610 PILCHER, Dr. Lewis Stephen (1845- ) Brooklyn, N.Y.
682 Ob. LEWIS STEPHEN PILCHER. Bust to right. Below, C. KECK, SC.
Rev. Laurels twisted together TO / COMMEMORATE / FIFTY YEARS / OF PRACTICE / SVRGEON AVTHOR / EDITOR / PATRIOT / 1916
On edge: MEDALLIC ART CO. N.Y.
50 mm. Bronze.

657 REDI, Dr. Francesco (1626-1697) Arezzo, Italy.
Ob. FRANCISCVS . REDI . PATRITIVS . ARETINVS. (Three-cornered points) Bust to right. Below, M. SOLD. 1684
Rev. Many mythical figures. Below, CANEBAM
87 mm. Bronze.

609 REVERDIN, Dr. Jacques Louis ( — ) Geneva, Switzerland.
Ob. Above, A JAQUES LOUIS REVERDIN Bust to left. Below, at right A CARL-ANGST Ex. SES AMIS, SES ELEVES / GENEVE, LE 16 JUIN 1910
Rev. Blank.
48 x 68 mm. White metal.

655 ROSS, Sir Ronald, K.C.B., K.C.M.C., F.R.S., N.L.
This plaque is 127 x 150 mm. and the plate or label 157 x 80 mm. White metal, both mounted one above the other on a black wooden plaque. This cast is a replica of the original made under Sir Ronald Ross' direction and presented by him to the Italian Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. Its first meeting was held in Turin in 1928.

668 RUSH, Dr. Benjamin (1745-1813) Philadelphia, Pa.
691 Ob. BENJAMIN RUSH M.D.: OF PHILADELPHIA:. Bust to left with neckcloth under collar. Under shoulder F
Rev. The Schuylkill River flowing from side to side. In rear, the setting sun with mountains and clouds. Large trees in foreground. To right, Sydenham (the name of his country place.) In front, a block of stone on which
are READ / THINK / OBSERVE Upon the stone on open book. Ex. A. MDCCCVIII Signed M. Furst Fec. 41 mm. Bronze. Storer catalogue (1931) No. 3097. It is of interest that this medal was struck during the period in which Rush was treasurer of the United States Mint.

600 SENN, Dr. Nicholas ( ), Chicago, Ill. Ob. Bust to left. Rev. To / NICHOLAS SENN / THE / MASTER SVRGEON / MEMORIAL / FROM HIS FELLOWS—NOVEMBER 11, 1905. 51 mm. Bronze.


669 VIRCHOW, Dr. Rudolph Ludwig Karl (1821-1902) Berlin, Germany. Ob. RVDOLOPHVS. VIRCHOW. POMERANVS. CIVIS. BEROLINENSIS Bust to right. Behind, AETAT: In front, LXX Below, A Scharff—in script. Rev. To left, Mercury (Research), nude, unveils with his right hand a statue of Isis Polymamma, against which leans a sketch of the Pathological Institute of Berlin. Science seated with right hand on book and left holding a skull on sarcophagus, is surrounded by medical emblems. Ex. OMNIS. CELLVLA. A. CELLVLA. 175 mm. Bronze. Storer catalogue (1931) No. 3643.

736 WELCH, Dr. William Henry (1850- ) Baltimore, Md. Ob. Bust to right, slightly facing. Ex. WILLIAM H. WELCH On upper right rim, V. D. BRENNER, SC. / 1910 Rev. Crossed branches of laurel and rose. Above, FROM HIS FRIENDS In lower left hand corner, VDB (monogram) 57 x 77 mm. Bronze.

COLLECTION OF BRITISH WAR MEDALS

These medals were issued to Medical Officers and enlisted men of the R.A.M.C. The original campaign ribbons are attached. They were not given for medical achievements but represent awards for medical services. The name of the recipient is engraved on the edge of each medal.

777 WATERLOO MEDAL 1815
Ob. GOERGE P—REGENT Head to left. Signed, T. WYON JUN. 2
36 mm. Silver.

760 SUTLEJ, 1846
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned young head to left. Signed T. WYON
Rev. Winged Victory holding a wreath with implements of war at her feet. ARMY—OF—THE—SUTLEJ Ex. SOBRAON / 1846 On edge, HOSPL. SERJT GIBSON SAWDON 9TH LANCERS Campaign ribbon: Blue with red edge.
36 mm. Silver.

761 PUNJAB, 1849
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned young head to left. Signed, T WYON
Rev. Army laying down arms before a mounted soldier. TO THE ARMY OF THE PUNJAB Ex. MDCCCXLIX On edge, G. SAWDON, 9TH LANCERS. Campaign ribbon: Dark blue with chartreuse edges. Two silver bars, GOOJERAT / CHILIANWALA
36 mm. Silver.

780 INDIA MEDAL, 1854
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned young head to left. Signed, T WYON
Rev. Victory crowning a warrior On edge, ASST-SURGN W. H. ADLEY. 1st SEIKH INFTRY. Campaign ribbon, Dark red and blue stripes. Two silver bars, BHOOTAN / NORTHWEST FRONTIER
36 mm. Silver.

757 CRIMEA 1854
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned young head to left. Signed, T. WYON Ex. 1854
Rev. Victory crowning a warrior. To the left CRIMEA Signed, B. WYON SC On edge, SURGEON, HENRY KIALLMARK. OTTN MED: STAFF. Campaign ribbon: Light blue with narrow gold edge. As bar, a silver oak leaf and two acorns with SEBASTOPOL
36 mm. Silver.

775 INDIAN MUTINY MEDAL 1857-1858
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned young head to left.
Rev. Victory with wreath and shield beside a lion. Above, INDIA Ex. 1857-1858 On edge, SUPG SURGN J. WILKIE, M.D. Campaign ribbon, red and white stripe. Two silver bars, RELIEF OF LUCKNOW / LUCKNOW.
36 mm. Silver.

778 EAST AND WEST AFRICA 1873-1874
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned, veiled head to left. Signed, L. C. WYON
Rev. Battle scene. On edge, 1273. LANCE SERJN S. WOODHOUSE A.H.C. 1873-4 Campaign ribbon, yellow and black.
36 mm. Silver.
AFGHANISTAN 1878-1879-1880

SOUTH AFRICA 1879
Ob. VICTORIA—REGINA Crowned head to left. Signed T. WYON Rev. Lion crouching against a background of thistles. Above, SOUTH AFRICA Below four arrows and a shield. On edge, SURGN. G. ASHTON. M.B.A.M. DEPT. Campaign ribbon, gold with dark blue stripes.

EGYPT 1882

INDIA 1885-1887

HONG KONG PLAQUE MEDAL 1894
Ob. PRESENTED, BY. THE. HONG. KONG. COMMUNITY (maltese cross) In depressed field, FOR / SERVICES / RENDERED / DURING THE PLAGUE / OF / 1894 Rev. Sick man being ministered to by male and female; male figure repelling the figure of Death who has spear raised above the lying figure. To the left Chinese words. Ex. 1894 On edge, PRIVATE M. BRIGGS, S.L.I. Campaign ribbon, red with gold stripes. 36 mm. Silver.

INDIA, 1894-1895

SUDAN 1896 (Queen’s)
Ob. VICTORIA REGINA—ET IMPERATRIX Bust with crown and scepter to left. To right, DES Rev. Seated winged Victory holding palm branch in right hand, a wreath in left. Flags in background. Below, SUDAN On edge, 8763. I. CPL: H. YEOMAN, R.A.M.C. Campaign ribbon, black, yellow and red. 36 mm. Silver.

EAST AND WEST AFRICA
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765 CHINA 1900
Ob. VICTORIA REGINA—ET IMPERATRIX Crowned bust to left.
36 mm. Silver.

769 SOUTH AFRICA (KING’S) 1901-1902
Ob. EDWARDVS VII REX IMPERATOR Bust to left.
Rev. Victory on a height extending a wreath with army marching below. Sea and ship to left. Above, SOUTH—AFRICA On edge, 11064 PTE. F. SLATTERY R.A.M.C. Two silver bars, SOUTH AFRICA 1902 / SOUTH AFRICA 1901 Campaign ribbon, green, white and gold striped.
36 mm. Silver.

771 BRITISH GREAT WAR 1914-1918
Ob. GEORGIVS V. BRITT: OMN. REX ET IND: IMP. Head to left. Signed, B.M.
Rev. Naked figure mounted on a horse and carrying a sword. The sun above. On ground, shield, skull and crossed bones. On edge, 11064 PTE. F. SLATTERY, R.A.M.C. Campaign ribbon, light blue with black and dark blue edge.
36 mm. Silver.

772 VICTORY MEDAL 1914-1919
Ob. Figure of Victory
36 mm. Gilt.

773 1914-1915 Medal
Ob. Three-pointed star surmounted by a crown. Over the star two crossed swords. On top of all, a laurel wreath with V within G at the base. In center on ribbon 1914-15
Rev. 65088 / CPL. E. SLATTERY. R.B.M.C. Campaign ribbon, red, white and blue.
44 mm. from point to point. Brass.

768 SOUTH AFRICA (QUEEN’S)
Ob. VICTORIA REGINA—ET IMPERATRIX Crowned bust to left.
Rev. Victory extending a wreath above marching men. To left the sea and a ship. Five silver bars, ORANGE FREE STATE / TRANSVAAL / RELIEF OF LADY SMITH / TUGELA HEIGHTS / CAPE COLONY On edge, 11064 PTE. F. SLATTERY. R.A.M.C. Campaign ribbon, red, orange and dark blue.

767 KHEDIVE SUDAN
Ob. Unknown characters.
Rev. Shield, behind which are grouped banners, flags and firearms. On edge 8763 CPL. H. YEOMAN M.S.C. SEPTR. 1896 One silver bar, HAFIR Campaign ribbon, one wide blue stripe and two wide gold stripes.
39 mm. Silver.

782 MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL
Ob. GEORGIVS V BRITT: OMN: REX ET IND: IMP: Bust to left. Signed, B.M.
36 mm. Silver.
GENERAL SERVICE MEDAL
Ob. GEORGIVS V BRITT: OMN: REX ET IND: IMP: Head to left. Signed, B.M.
Rev. Figure of Victory with trident in right hand and a wreath in left. To left, a sword, upright and a winged emblem. On edge, 7254660 PTE. E. KASSELL. R.A.M.C. One silver bar, KURDISTAN Campaign ribbon, purple and green stripes.
36 mm. Silver.

LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL
Ob. Armor and implements of war.
Rev. FOR / LONG SERVICE / AND / GOOD CONDUCT / — . . . — / On edge, 152. 2ND. CORPL. W. YOUNG. A.H.CORP Campaign ribbon, dark red.
36 mm. Silver.

LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS—Events
703—ACADEMY OF MEDICINE, Paris. Struck in honor of the Centenary of French Academy of Medicine, with unlimited distribution.
Ob. The goddess Hygeia (representing the Academy of Medicine) seated in a library, and surrounded by various medical instruments and a snake drinking from a cup. CENTENAIRE DE L'ACADEMIE DE MEDECINE Ex. 1820-1920
Rev. The same figure standing in the same surroundings looking into the future, where large factories are dimly visible. Ex. 1920—On edge BRONZE. 67 mm. Bronze.

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION 1923. Dr. Frederick Banting.
Ob. In depressed circle, head to right. Behind neck, E HAHN SC. Below head to left, triangular platform with CNE (monogram) and laurel at base. A mouse and oak leaves on top. DR. FREDERICKC / BANTING. To right staff of Aesculapius. On plate below, THE / CANADIAN NATIONAL / EXHIBITION / TORONTO. 1923

CHOLERA—VIENNA 1832. Struck to commemorate the epidemic of Cholera but not is recovery. (1831-1837)
Ob. A group of people with Aesculapius holding the wrist of a reclining woman, while with the other he repels a figure of Death (a skeleton with a scythe and bat's wings) who holds a dying man. To right, F. ROGAT 1932. Three other adults and two children complete the group. INVASION DU CHOLERA/EN 1832
Rev. A wreath.
83 mm. Lead.

HUGER, Dr. Francis Kinloch (1773-1855) Charlestown, S.C. To commemorate the daring attempt by Huger to rescue the Marquis de Lafayette from Olmutz.
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78 mm. Gilt.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1677.

730 LUSITANIA MEDAL (Replica) To commemorate the sinking of the Lusitania 1915
Ob. The sinking Lusitania. KEINE BANN WARE / DER GROSS DAMPFer / —LUSITANIA— / DURCH EIN DEUTCHES / TAUCHBOOT VER-SENKT / 6 MA 1 1915
Rev. People buying tickets from a skeleton at the ticket window. GESCHAFT UBER ALLES / CUN. LINIE / FAHRRKARTEN AUSGABE / K.G.
55 mm. Green Bronze.

667 MEDICAL CONGRESS, Cairo, Egypt, 1902. To commemorate the first Egyptian Medical Congress.
Rev. Sun rising behind desert on which three pyramids, sphinx and palm trees. Above, ABBAS JILM
33 mm. Brass.

Ob. VICTORIA QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN—AND IRELAND: EMPRESS OF INDIA Crowned, veiled bust to left. On shoulder, L. C. WYON, FEC.
Rev. INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS, LONDON / JAMES PAGET, PRES. WILLIAM MAC CORMAC, HON. SEC. GEN. In circle. Aesculapius, laureated and with serpent staff, blessing three kneeling persons, one of whom is a man with crutch, and the others a woman with bandaged head, and a mother with child in arms. Behind, globe and flying Death. Ex. 1881 Signed, T. TENNIAL D.—L. C. WYON F.
75 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 6307.

722 MEDICAL HISTORY, IX International Congress, Bucharest, Rumania 1932.
Ob. Aesculapius and Hygeia full length relief. AL IXiea CONGRES MEDICI NEI . Ex . BUCURESTI. ROMANIA . 10. 18 SEPT. 1932.
Rev. A mythical river scene.
50 mm. Bronze.

749 MICROBIOLOGY, Third International Congress for, New York 1939.
751 Ob. STUDENT OF DISEASE / THEOBALD SMITH Head to right. Lower left hand corner, 1859, lower right hand corner, 1934
Rev. THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS / FOR MICROBIOLOGY In center NEW / YORK / 1939
50 x 50 mm. Bronze.

750 OXFORD OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONGRESS, 1917—Robert Walter Doyne F.R.C.S.
Ob. ROBERT WALTER DOYNE F.R.C.S. Bust facing.
Rev. 1st READER / IN / OPHTHALMOLOGY / OXFORD UNIVERSITY / OXFORD / EYE HOSPITAL / FOUNDER / OXFORD / OPHTHAL- MOLOGICAL / CONGRESS / July 1917
64 mm. Bronze.

678 OVARIOTOMY, Ephraim McDowell (1771-1830) Louisville, Ky. To commemorate the first ovariotomy.
Ob. TO COMMEMORATE THE FIRST OVARIOTOMY / EPHRAIM MCDOWELL Bust to right. Below at left F ZIEGLER Ex. 1809-1909
Rev. THE AMERICAN / GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY Within re-entrant serpent a diademed female, seated to left in infant in lap and laurel in left hand and erect staff tipped with hand in right. At right, 1876 Below, F ZIEGLER
72 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2405.

Ob. WILLIAM HARVEY Bust to left. Ex. 1578-1657
Rev. INTER / NATIONAL / PHYSIOLOGICAL / CONGRESS / three leaves / EDINBURGH / 1923
38 mm. Gilt.

713 PHYSIOLOGY, XIII International Congress, Boston 1929. (William Beaumont)
Ob. WILLIAM . BEAVMONT . --- . A.D. 1785-1855. Bust to left. On shoulder, I. M. Miller
Rev. Two naked figures holding a torch while standing on the rounded side of a partially pictured globe. XIII / INTERNATIONAL / PHYSIOLOGICAL / CONGRESS / BOSTON / 1929 On edge MEDALLIC ART CO. N.Y.
50 mm. Bronze.

721 PHYSIOLOGY, Lazzaro Spallanzani (1729-1799) XIV International Congress, Rome Italy 1932.
Ob. In high relief, bust to left LAZARRO SPALLANZANI—1729-1799—On shoulder E. BROZZI
Rev. An eagle with extended wings standing on a column on which E X F / 1932, In field, XIV / CONGRESSO—INTERNAZIONALE / DI FISIOLOGIA / ROMA 29vii 3ix
50 mm. Bronze.

656 PHYSIOLOGY, I. M. Sechenov, Fifteenth International Congress, Russia 1935.
Ob. Bust facing, name (in Russian) to right.
Rev. Russian inscription around periphery. XV / CCCP / 19 (separated by sickle and mallet) 35

728 PLAGUE AT BARCELONA
Ob. Religion and medicine, female figures, caring for a sick person. Angel above. PIETAS—GALLICA Ex. SAVIENTE IN BARCINONAM / PESTILENTIA / MDCCXXI Signed, GAYBARD INV.
Rev. MORTE . VENALEM. PETIERE. PALMAN . In field with laurel on one side and palm on the other, V. VIRI. MEDICI / QVORVM / PTIMVS. OCCVBVT. / MAZET . / PARISET . / BALLY . / FRANCOIS . / AUDOUARD . / —SANCTI—MONIALES . II . / SANCTO. CAMILLO. DEVOTAE. / LVDOVICI . XVIII . REGNT / ANN. XXVIII.
48 mm. Bronze.

690 PRIESTLEY, Joseph. This medal was struck to commemorate Priestley’s departure from England to spend the rest of his days in Northumberland, Pennsylvania, in a home which State College perpetuated as a Priestly Museum.
Ob. JOSEPHUS—PRIESTLEY. Bust to right. Below, PHIPSON F.
Rev. I DECUS I NOSTRUM MEIORIBUS UTERE FATIS. In field, APR: VIII / BRITTANNAE / LITORA LINQUENS / COLUMBIAM ADVENIT / JUNII IV / MDCCXCIV . / —
54 mm. Bronze.
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636 PSYCHIATRIC, International Congress, Amsterdam, 1907.
Ob. WILHELMINA—KONINGEN Diademed head to left. On truncation, F. PONDER 1907
Rev. In crossed and tied branches of palm and laurel, CONGRES / INTERNATIONAL / DE / PSYCHIATRIE / NEUROLOGIE / PSYCHOLOGIE / ET / ASSISTANCE / DES ALLIENES Ex. B.—U. / 1907 / 2-7 SEPT. / O AMSTERDAM O
40 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 6333

640 PUBLIC HEALTH. To commemorate the semicentennial meeting of the American Public Health Association 1922.
Ob. FOVLDER, AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSN. / STEPHEN SMITH M.D. LL.D. Bust to right. Below, tied laurel and ivy branches. To left, lamp of learning.
68 mm. Bronze.

731 SESQUICENTENNIAL, Philadelphia, Pa. 1926
Ob. SESQUICENTENNIAL—INTERNATIONAL—EXPOSITION Below, Liberty Bell, Head of George Washington to right surrounded by stars. Below head, PHILADELPHIA / 1926
Rev. Figure on winged horse carrying palm and torch.
29 mm. Brass.

727 SOCIETE de MEDECINE LEGALE, Paris, France.
Ob. SCIENCE VERITE JUSTICE Serpent and patera, scales, retort, microscope and staff of Aesculapius. Behind, crossed laurel and palm. Ex. 10 FEV. 1868 / ALPHEE DUBOIS
Rev. SOCIETE DE MEDECINE LEGALE DE FRANCE In tied oak wreath closed by rosette above, RECONNU / D'UTILITE / PUBLIQUE Ex. *
37 mm. Bronze.

Ob. Female, half facing, rising from sea with arms uplifted to the sun. In left hand an hourglass. Behind her, a dragon. At left, LVMEN Signed, V D BRENNER
Rev. In tied wreath of laurel, an eagle to left, perched on oak bough, before stars and stripes. Below, INTERNATIONAL / CONGRESS / ON / TUBERCULOSIS / WASHINGTON / 1908 / patriarchal cross.
30 x 38 Gilt bronze.

705 UNITED STATES SANITARY COMMISSION, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ob. WE GIVE OUR WEALTH FOR THOSE WHO GAVE THEIR HEALTH FOR US A tent to right, within which a sick soldier whose pulse is felt by a surgeon. A chalice is offered by Hygeia, whose right hand rests on cornucopia filled with parcels. In rear a pile of boxes. Signed, SCHUSELE—PAQUET F.
Rev. IN COMMEMORATION / OF THE / GREAT CENTRAL FAIR / FOR THE / U. S. SANITARY COMMISSION / HELD AT / PHILADELPHIA / JUNE 1864
58 mm. Bronze.

661 VACCINATION (Jenner) To commemorate the centennial anniversary of the discovery of vaccination.
Ob. VACCINATION, MAY 14th / 1796-1896/. JENNER. Bust to left. Rev. MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF KINGS/ rosette In circle, the staff of Aesculapius, upright 37 mm. Bronze. Storer catalogue (1931) 1801.

706 VACCINATION—Napoleonic Propagation of Vaccination, 1804. Ob. Head of Napoleon crowned with laurel wreath to right. NAPOLEON—EMP. ET. ROI. On neck, ANDRIEU F. Rev. Standing figure of Aesculapius and Hygeia, on one side a diminutive cow, on the other a vaccinating scalpel. Beneath platform, LA VACCINE / MDCCCIV. To left, ANDRIEU F. To right, DENON DIR. 40 mm. Bronze.

612 VERDUN, Commemorating the battle of Verdun. Ob. ON NE PASSE—PAS Head of soldier with sword to right. Rev. Entrance to a city between palms. Above VERDUN Ex. 21 FEVRIER / 1916

MEDALS OF INSTITUTIONS

619 COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS, Philadelphia, Pa. 646 to 652 incl. Ob. COLLEGIIVM. MEDICORVM. PHILADELPHIAE. Nude youth, facing, and holding before him a scroll upon which plan for the new library. At sides, below, MDCCCLXXXVII—MDCCCCIX (the letter partially in monogram). Ex. NON. SIBI. SED. TOTI.

Rev. At left, a tripod with rams' heads and lions' feet, encircled by serpent and supporting an antique burning lamp. At right, AD. / ARTEM. MEDEN-DI. / AVGENDAM. MEDIC—/ ORVM . PROBITATEM. / EFFICIENT-DAM. HOM—/ INVM. DOLORES . / LAVANDOS. Below, at left in monogram, RTM (R. Tait McKenzie) On edge MED. ART. CO. 70 mm. Bronze. Storer catalogue (1931) No. 6035

709 DUNDEE INFIRMARY Ob. DUNDEE HALFPENNY / 1796 In oval, a building, Below, INFIR-MARY FOUNDED / 1794 Signed, I.W.I. DESIGN (These words are partly effaced by wear)

Rev. A ship at dock and harbor scene in a sunken dilemma, and beneath a coat-of-arms in a sunken oval, with the words DEI DONUM About the periphery MARE ET COMMERCIUM MUS (partly effaced) 27 mm. Copper.

734 HARVARD TERCENTENARY MEMORIAL MEDAL (1636-1936) Ob. ANNO . ACADEMIAE. HAVARDIANAE. TRECENTESIMO Ex. MDCCCXXXVI Within a wreath of tied laurel and leaves, three open books on which are VE RI/ TAS

Rev. 1636-1936/ OUT OF SMALLE/ BEGINNINGS GREAT / ER THINGS HAVE / BEEN PRODUSED BY HIS/ HAND THAT MADE ALL/ THINGS OF NOTHING / AND GIVES BEING / TO ALL THINGS / THAT ARE 81 mm. Bronze.

724 HOSPITAL, General, Paris (Louis XIV) Ob. LUDOVICUS XIXI. REX. CHRISTIANISS. Bust of young king to right. Below, I MAVGER. F.

Rev. ALENDIS ET EDVCANDIS PAVPERIVBS, Building. At right Charity with nude infant on her knees. Two others beside her. Ex. AEDES EX- TRUCTAE / ET FUNDATAE/ MDC. LVI 42 mm. Bronze. Storer catalogue (1931) No. 5191.
723 Hospital, Val de Grace (Louis XIV) Paris
Ob. LUDOVICUS X. REX CHRISTIANISS. Youthful head to right. Below, L MAVGER. F.
Rev. OB GRATIAM DIV DESIDERATI TRGII PARTVS. Building. Ex. M.DC. L.
41 mm, Bronze.

674 Hospital, Civils Paris.
Ob. Female, erect, to left, with mural crown addressing seated internes, who supports in his lap the head of a man reclining upon a stretcher. At rear. Notre Dame and the facade of the old Ecole de Medicine. Signed, LOVIS BOTTEE
Rev. CENTENAIRE DE L'INTERNAT EN MEDECINE ET EN CHIRURGIE / HOPITAUX CIVILS DE PARIS To left, AN / X / 1902 Upon side of table, EXEMPLAIRE / DE / COLLECTION Signed, L. BOTTEE Female figure above. Male figure writing at table on which are books, microscope, skull and test tubes.
68 mm, Bronze.

725 Hotel des Invalides (Louis XIV)
Ob. LYDOVICVS . MAGNVS . REX. CHRISTIANISS. Head to right, Below, R
Rev. MILITIBVS. SENIO. AVT. VVLNERE. INVALIDIS. Building and grounds. Ex. 1675, R

671 JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
Ob. Bust to left. JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE.
51 mm, Bronze.

747 JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
Ob. THE JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL Building. To right HS (monogram)
Rev. In center with a wreath of laurel a snake twined about a winged torch. TO COME—MORATE / FIFTY YEARS—OF SERVICE / TO HUM—ANITY / SCIENCE and / EDUC—ATION / 1889-1939
58 mm, Bronze.

755 METHODIST HOSPITAL MEDAL
Rev. Hospital buildings. METHODIST EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL / PHILADELPHIA / FOUNDED BY / SCOTT STEWART M.D. / INCORPORATED 1835.
45 mm, Bronze.

708 MONTROSE (Scotland) Lunatic Hospital
Ob. MONTROSE LUNATIC HOSPITAL / ERECTED BY SUBSCRIPTION Building. Below 1781
Rev. MONTROSE—HALF PENNY Arms. Ex 1799 On edge the words are undecipherable.
28 mm, Bronze.

605 PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL—Base Hospital No. 10, Philadelphia.
Ob. BASE HOSPITAL NO. 10 U.S. ARMY / PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL PHILADELPHIA in two rows about the periphery. Three dots at the bottom. In small depressed circle in center a figure leading an ass upon
which another man sits. A third figure greets the two. Below, 1751 May 7, 1917 A hole in top of medal.
Rev. Blank
31 mm. Copper.

707 PRIVATE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT,
Ob. PRIVATE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT. Ex 1841 In center, Kneeling woman holding an infant.
Rev. PRIVATE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT Doctor and patient seated, facing. Above, HONOUR / 1841 
21 mm. Copper

698 SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE. Paris
Ob. NAPOLEON—EMP. ET ROI Laureate head to right. On neck ANDRIEU F. / DENON DIR.X
Rev. ECOLES DE—MEDECINE Aesculapius with staff and Telesphorus, facing. Ex. DENON DIREX / JOUANNIN
41 mm. Bronze.

754 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Bi-centennial medal.
Ob. UNIVERSITY / OF / PENNSYLVANIA Shield of the University. In chief, gules, dolphin and books: in ground, a chevron with three plates. The books represent learning, the dolphin is taken from Benjamin Franklin's Arms and the chevron and plates from those of William Penn. Beneath on a ribbon, the motto LEGES—VANAE / SINE MORIBUS On either side of shield 1740—1940
Rev. A herm crowned by two heads back to back, divided by laurel. Facing left, Benjamin Franklin as an old man crowned with bays, to represent the past; facing right, a youth looking to the new light for guidance in the future. In the ground TEMP. / ORIS LUX—ILLUSTRET / ACTI—POSTERITATIS / VIAM Below to left, the lighted lamp of learning. Above to right, an electric bulb with zig-zag rays. At the base C in circle and RTM (monogram) 1938. On edge, BRONZE MEDALLIC ART CO. N.Y. 
78 mm. Bronze.

680 UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN 1810 (Three mark piece)
Ob. FRIEDRICH WILHELM III. WILHELM II / UNIVERSITAT BERLIN 
Two heads to left. To left, 1810. To right, 1910
Rev. Eagle with outspread wings. Crown above. DEUTSCH—REICH 1910 
Between * DREI MARCH On edge, GOTT—MITT—UNS Words separated by 2 sprays and a cross. Issued by the German Government to commemorate the centenary of the Königliche Friedrich Wilhelms Universitat zu berlin 1910.

HONORARY MEDALS

662 AGNEW, Dr. David Hayes (1818-1892) Philadelphia, Pa.
Ob. In laurel wreath based on diamonds, the staff of Aesculapius obliquely to the right. Above at left, 33 in gold. Below at right, 88 in gold.
Rev. PRESENTED TO / DR. D. HAYES AGNEW / BY HIS MEDICAL FRIENDS / IN COMMEMORATION OF HIS / 50th YEAR IN THE PROFESSION / APRIL 24" 1888 The medallion is attached by chains to a bar from which is suspended a capital A in diamonds.

613 COPLEY GOLD MEDAL.
Ob. G. COPLEY BAR.7 DIGNISSIMO Figure seated holding a wreath in right hand and figurine in the other. Surrounded by many emblems. Ex. WILLIAM HEWSON 1769
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Rev. SOCIETAS REG. LONDINI Coat of arms. Below, on ribbon, NULLIUS IN VEREA
43 mm. Gold mounted between glass.

733 FOTHERGILL, Dr. Anthony (1733-1813) London, Eng.
Ob. ANTONIUS FOTHERGILL M.D. LLD & C Bust to right. Signed, J. VINING F.
Rev. SALUTI—AUGUSTAE Hygeia at right feeding serpent entwined about altar. Ex. SOC. MED. LOND / INSTITUTA / MDCCLXXIII Around edge HOBART AMORY HARE M.D. 1888
45 mm. Gold.

645 FRANKLIN, Benjamin (1706-1790)
Ob. Bust to left. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, PRINTER. PHILOSOPHER./ SCIENTIST . STATESMAN./DIPLOMATIST. Behind back, 1706/1790. Two palm leaves on two edges.
1000 mm. Bronze.
This medal was presented to the College by Dr. William Williams Keen on the eve of his 92nd birthday. It was received by him as President of the Philosophical Society at the time that the original in solid gold was given to the French Republic, on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of the Society.

663 FRICKE, Dr. Albert
Ob. Albert Fricke M D/ Honored / in his Profession/ Beloved by/ his Friends / IN UTROQUE FIDELIS (engraved)
Rev. A token of / Friendship and Love/ Sep: 13" 1879 (engraved)
39 mm. Gold attached to a gold pin by a red ribbon.

732 GROSS, Dr. Samuel D.
Ob. Initials (in monogram) S.D.G. in jewels.
Rev. PRESENTED / TO / DR. S. D. GROSS / BY HIS / MEDICAL (rosette) FRIENDS / IN COMMEMORATION / OF HIS / 51st YEAR / IN THE / PROFESSION / APRIL 10, 1879 (engraved)
35 mm. Gold, with gold bar and red ribbon.

Ob. Bust to right. To left, F. VERNON /—/ PARIS / MDCCCIII Ex. WILLIAM OSLER
Rev. THE / CHARAKA CLUB / TO / DR. WILLIAM OSLER / MEDICO ILLUSTRI / LITERARUM CULTORI / SOCIO GRATISSIMO / MARCH 4th 1905.
Presented by the Charaka Club to Dr. Osler and to his guests at the dinner given by the club in his honor.
78 x 106 Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2663.

679 POZZI, Dr. Samuel (1846—) Paris, France.
Ob. PROFESSEUR. SAMUEL. POZZI . —DE L’ACMIE DE MEDECINE. Bust to left in robe and with Cross of the Legion of Honor. On truncation, J.C. / CHAPLAIN / 1905
Rev. TRAITÉ—DE—GYNECOLOGIE A nude, agonized woman clings to an
erect and laureated female who protects her from a robed skeleton which leans against an operating table.
68 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2872.

664 RAFINESQUE, Constantine Schmaltz
Ob. Female head in helmet, to right. Below, DUBOIS
Rev. In circle in tied laurels SOCIETE / DE GEOGRAPHIE / — / A / M. G.
S. RAFINESQUE / POUR SON MEMOIRE / SUR L'ORIGINE / DES
RAGES NEGRES / ASIATIQUES / 1832 Ex. Letters undecipherable.
66 mm. Gold.

694 VLEMINCKX 1853, Belgium
Ob. J. E. VLEMINCKX INSPECTeur GEN1—DU SERVICE DE SANTE
DE L'ARMEE BELGE Military bust to left. Signed, LEOPOLD WIENER
Rev. Tied laurel wreath (open). At the opening a snake entwined about an
object. In field, A L'ORGANISATEUR / HABILE, / A L'ADMINIS-
TRATEUR / INTEGRE, / AU CHEF DEVOU / — / LES OFFICIERS
DU / SERVICE SANITAIRE / 1853
62 mm. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 3654.

MEDALS OF PERSONAL TRIBUTE

740 DONALDSON, H. H. PH.D. M.D.
Ob. HENRY H. DONALDSON—NEUROLOGIST Head to left. In front of
face, perpendicularly AETATIS SUAE LXXX RTM (R. Tait McKenzie)
1937 PRESIDENT LENAPE CLUB
Rev. Blank. Large Bronze plaque.

615 DRUMMOND, Dr. William Henry (1854-1907) Montreal, Canada.
Ob. Bust to left. At left, WILLIAM / HENRY / DRUMMOND / 1854-1907.
Creator / of / Johnnie / Corteau / Old Doctor / Fiset / Philorum / Juneau
/ The Cure / of Calumet / Poleon / Dore / Josetta / and / Little / Batteese
/ Behind back, from / his friend / R. TAIT MCKENZIE. Souvenier / du /
Vieux Temps.
Rev. Blank.
50 mm. Bronze.

620 GRENFELL, Dr. Sir Wilfred T.
Ob. WILFRED GRENFELL—OF LABRADOR Head to left. Below, RTM
(R. Tait McKenzie)
Rev. Blank. 8 inches. Bronze.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 1385

633 JACKSON, Dr. Chevalier
Ob. CHEVALIER JACKSON. MASTER OF HIS ART Head to left.
Ex. FROM HIS FRIEND AND ADMIRER R. TAIT MCKENZIE. To
right RTM (monogram) 1925
Rev. Blank. 11 inch medallion. Bronze.

622 JONES, Sir Robert (—) Liverpool, Eng.
Ob. KNIGHT COMMANDER OF THE BATH / LT. COL. ROYAL ARMY
MEDICAL CORPS / Military bust to right. At right, FRCSE / FRCS / IN-
SPECTOR / OF / ORTHO / POED / ICS. / From / his / fri- / end
/R. Tait McKenzie. RTM / (monogram) 1917. Ex. ROBERT JONES.
Rev. Blank. 158 x 175 mm. Bronze.
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scroll Three quarter bust to right, in cap and gown, with partially outstretched hands. Below at right R. Tait McKenzie / mdccix. Ex. on ribbon William Williams Keen M.D.
103 x 180 Light gilt metal
Rev. Blank. This is a reduction from the original portrait plaque modelled for life in 1909 on half-size scale. Life-sized bronze in the Library of Brown University.

623 KEETh, Sir Arthur
Ob. MAN OF SCIENCE—SIR ARTHUR KEITH FRCS. FRS/MD. LLD.
Below FROM HIS FRIEND R. T. MCKENZIE Head facing right. To left RTM (monogram) 1930.
Rev. Blank. 10 inch medallion. This medallion was modelled from life in 1930 in the Laboratory of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, as a personal tribute to an old friend.

626 MITCHELL, Dr. Silas Weir (1829-1913) Philadelphia, Pa.
Ob. S. WEIR MITCHELL. / MD. PADUA LLD. EDIN. / MCMII-MCMXIV /
OF THE / FRANKLIN / INN
Rev. Blank. 98 x 172 mm. Light gilt metal. This is a reduction of the original portrait plaque. It is a variant of the first medallion, but without the cap and is in the entrance hall of the Franklin Inn Club. 100 reductions were made for members of the club and for friends.

627 MITCHELL, Dr. Silas Weir (1829-1913) Philadelphia, Pa.
Ob. Head to right.
Rev. Blank. Sketch in plaster taken from life to Silas Weir Mitchell by R. Tait McKenzie (on slip of paper—typewritten)
7 inch medallion.

601 STORER, Dr. Horatio Robinson (1830-1922) Newport R.I.
Ob. Bust to left. At right, beneath shoulder, a small head of Hercules.
Ex. TO THE MASTER IN SVRGERY / MEDICAL NVMISMATIST /
AND LOVER OF MAN AND NATVRE / HORATIO R. STORER . MD.
LLD. FROM HIS FRIEND R. TAIT MCKENZIE, MD. 1913.
56 x 77 mm. Bronze.

ADVERTISING AND OTHER TOKENS

715 AMSTERDAM MEDICAL GARDEN, Entrance Token
Ob. Aesculapius carrying the serpent entwined staff.
ADEST. MAXIMUS . AEGRIS . AUXILIATOR.
Rev. Shield surmounted by crown supported by two cornucopias on a spade with entwined serpent. Below, the name of the possessor, Jacob Hoogereen 1758. About the periphery HORTI MED. AMSTEL. LIBER. INGRESSUS.
50 mm. Brass.

659 APOTHECARY’S plate for card (Venice)
Ob. Animals pictured. ALLA SPEC. DEL STRUZZOD. ORO / THERIACA FINA IN VENEZIA / Soprs il Ponte De Baretteri (in reverse)
84 x 72 mm. Copper.

Ob. BASIL BURCHELL/ SOLE/ PROPRIETOR/ OF THE FAMOUS /
SUGAR-PLUMBS/ FOR WORMS/ No. 79/ LONG-ACRE.
Rev. BASIL BURCHELL / SOLE / PROPRIETOR / OF THE / ANODYNE / NECKLACE / FOR / CHILDREN / CUTTING TEETH.
   28 mm. Copper.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 7641

711 EADY, Dr.
Ob. HEALTH RESTORED A phoenix rising from the flames.
Rev. In tied laurels D’ EADY / 38 DEAN / STREET / SOHO
   19 mm. Copper.

737 GOLDEN ANGEL TOUCH PIECE of Henry VIII
Ob. St. Michael standing with both feet on the dragon. HENRIC . 8 D. Gra.
Fra. Z. Hib. Rex.
Rev. Ship with a cross dividing H and a rose, over Royal Arms. PER CRUCE
TUA SALVA NOS XPE REDE
   29 mm. Mint mark LYS (1545)

712 MALESCI, Ferro
Ob. In circle coat of arms on shield of which are the words LABOR ET INGENIUM. C.C.M. On ribbon below, MARCA DEPOSITA About the periphery FERRO MALESCI 2500. CERTIFICATI MEDICI 2500.
   / 12% FERRO CHIMICAMENTE PURO
Rev. FERRO MALESCI / INDICATO / DAI SIGNORI / MEDICI IL MIGLIORE / RICOSTITUENTE / DEPURATIVO DEL SANGUE / SI VENDE IN TUTTE / LE FARMACIE / DUE MILA CINQUECENTO / ATTESTI / MEDICI
An advertising token of an Italian patent medicine of unknown date.
   33 mm. White metal.

607 MYDDLETON, Dr. Starkey (1688- ) London, Eng.
Ob. Armorial shield. Below, SPES IN DEO
   38 mm. Brass.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 2579

739 (PHARMACIST) ANTIGUA BOTICA FRANCESIA, Lima, Peru
Ob. Palm tree encircled by a serpent. Ex. E. D. :
Rev. ANTIGUA BOTICA FRANCESIA / *LIMA* In beaded circle, UN / REAL
   23 mm. Copper.

697 (Pharmaceutical) Societe de Pharmacologie, Paris.
Ob. HYGIA—SALUS Head of Hygeia to left with diadem in center of which an eye, with at sides a poppy capsule. Behind, a poppy bud and flower. In front, serpent and paterna. Ex. BARRE F.
Rev. SOCIETAS PHARMACEUTICA PARISIENSIS A serpent encircling a pillar and dragging a cock from its top. At left a chemical furnace, and at right, a two handled vase with aloe plant in bloom.
   31 mm. Silver. Octagonal.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 6725.

717 (PHARMACIST) BOWEN, I. W., Corunna, Ind.
Ob. IRA W. BOWEN, / DEALER / IN / DRUGS / *MEDICINES* / GROCERIES / & / HARDWARE / CORUNNA, IND.
Rev. DRUGS—AND MEDICINES Large mortar and pestle. Ex. 1863.
   19 mm. Copper.
Storer catalogue (1931) No. 7604.
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710 SPOLASCO, Baron ( ) Swansea, Eng.

Ob. THE BARON SPOLASCO M.D.&C / THE REAL FRIEND / OF THE
       AFFLICTED. In circle, bust, facing.

Rev. JAN-Y 228 1938. / THIS / EMINENT / PHYSICIAN'S / 5,000. RE-
       CENT / ASTOUNDING CURES / AND HIS NARRATIVE / OF THE
       KILLARNEY / IMMORTALIZE / HIS NAME / — / SWANSE 5THR
       WALES

22 mm. Brass. Milled.

Storer catalogue (1931) No. 3411.

606 STUART, Dr. (—) Glasgow, Scotland.

Ob. In circle, a woman seated, half to left with right breast bared and
infant in lap. Around her MIDWIFERY AND NURSING Around that
—DR. STUART— / 39 MAXWELL STREET GLASGOW

Rev. PRIVATE MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT. Seated man feeling seated
man’s pulse. Ex. 1841

23 mm. Copper.

MISCELLANEOUS MEDALS

608 BILLROTH, Dr. Theodor (1829-1894) Austrian Coin.

Ob. THEODOR. BILLROTH. GEB. 1829. 1829 Head to left. Signed,
GRIENDAUER

Rev. REPUBLIC. OESTERREIGH Coat of arms. In center, 2 / SCHILLING

726 LOUIS XV

Ob. LUDOVICUS XV. REX CHRISTIANISSMUS / RÖFFTIES FIL. F.

Rev. PRIX / POUR LES CHIRURGIENS / DE LA MARINE DU ROY /
       FONDE 1768

36 mm. Bronze.

699 NAPOLEONIC MEDAL 1803

Ob. Snake coiled about a retort. Rocks and bushes in background. AU
SOULAGEMENT DE L'HUMANITE To left below, BRENET Ex.
DENON DIREXIT

Rev. A closed wreath.

38 mm. Copper.

774 PI GAMMA MU 1908

Ob. Naked figure carrying a torch. Below, 1924

Rev. E. B. KRUMBHAAR / UNIV. OF PA. / 1908

This small gold emblem is of the Honorary Society of Social Science,
of the University of Pennsylvania. There is a ring at the top and it
might be used as a watch charm.

729 VOVI DEO EXERCITIUUM

Ob. LUDOCICUS—MAGNUS REX Head to right. Below, E.

Rev. VOVI DEO EXERCITIUUM / Ex. AEDIF. REG. 1707 Nothing seems
to be known about this medal.

30 mm. Aluminum.

(COLLECTION OF BADGES FROM THE COLLEGE OF
       PHYSICIANS, PHILADELPHIA)

824 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE.

Ob. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
       SCIENCE Ex. PHILADELPHIA 1914 Building in center.

Rev. In center, BASTIAN BROS. CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

35 mm. Nickel. Hung from pin on white satin ribbon on which, 35.
The plate above reads, Dr. W. W. Keen.
206 AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS 1915
Gilt pin with dark green ribbon attached. On pin, INDEPENDENCE HALL with building pictured. Below, APRIL—1935 / PHILADELPHIA
Green cross, in center book and lamp of knowledge. AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS 1915 On card, E. B. KRUMBHAAR
(typed written)

803 AMERICAN LEGION 1926
In two parts. The top the Liberty Bell. Above, OFFICIAL SOUVENIR To right and below on shield 1776. To left below on shield, 1926 AMERICAN—LEGION On Liberty Bell, PASS & STOW / PHILADA / MDCCCLIII
Badge attached to above, in shape of shield. On ribbon above, PHILA-DELPHIA. EIGHTH NATIONAL CONVENTION In center a star in a circle. Around circle AMERICAN / LEGION In center of star US Bronze.

809 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, St. Louis, 1886
A M A (monogram) engraved. Bar pin 1886 / rosette ST. LOUIS rosette
24 mm. Silver. Red ribbon.

822 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago, 1887
A M A (monogram) Bar pin 1887 / between stars CHICAGO
27 mm. Gilt. Blue ribbon with TREASURER.

811 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Nashville, Tenn. 1890
A.M.A. / NASHVILLE, / TENN. / 1890
29 mm. Brass

871 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, New Orleans, 1903
Alligator in crescent form. An orange below. This is a stickpin. Below, N.O. A.M.A. LA.

812 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1904
897 Blue and white enamel shield in center on white ground. Gold rim, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ATLANTIC CITY JUNE 7.
10 .04
19 mm. Button on pin.

872 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Portland, Ore. 1905
Ob. AMERICAN—MEDICAL—ASSOCIATION Upon quadrangular cartouche surmounted by a beaver and with scrolls at side, a snow covered mountain Ex. 1905 / PORTLAND, ORE.
Rev. A. R. C. FELDECHEIMER/ MAKERS / PORTLAND ORE.
23 x 26 mm. Brass with red, green, white and blue enamel.

898 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Boston 1906.
820 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION / BOSTON 1906 / Hygeia seated to left with right hand extending patera entwined by serpent.
22 mm. Gilt. A stickpin.

813 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1907.
899 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ATLANTIC CITY, JUNE 1907
In center a light house, ocean and a ship in gold, green, white and blue enamel.
19 mm. enamel pin.

873 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago, 1908
Female bust. Band on which, CHICAGO 1908 At sides above, A M A ground of blue enamel, raised portions and letters of gold.
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874 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1909.
Seashell of brass on which is a circle with blue enamel rim on which, A M A In center red cross on white ground. Above, ATLANTIC CITY / 1909
Brass and enamel.

814 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, St. Louis, 1910
Rim, dark blue. Over all a red cross. At top, A.M.A. Armored rider and horse in center. Below, JUNE SAINT / LOUIS 1910
24 mm. Red, white and blue enamel with gilt trim.

875 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Los Angeles, 1911.
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN. / LOS ANGELES 1911 In center, coat of arms.
25 mm. Nickel.

876 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1912
19 caduceus 12 Below two plates, one with coat of arms, the other a lighthouse. Ex. A M A / ATLANTIC CITY
29 mm. Bronze.

877 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Minneapolis, Minn., 1913
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION / MINNEAPOLIS 1913 Shield in center.
24 mm. Octagonal brass.

878 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1914
ATLANTIC CITY, 1914 on bar above. AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION On rim, A M A Staff of Aesculapius on red background.
19 mm. Bronze, gilt and enamel.

879 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Detroit, 1916
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION Below, seal with A M A around rim and staff of Aesculapius on a red ground. Below a manned galley. Ex. DETROIT 1916.
24 mm. Bronze (irregular)

880 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, New York, 1917.
On circular white enamel field the arms of New York surmounted by spread eagle with 1864 below. On each side in red, the staff of Aesculapius. AMERICAN / MEDICAL ASSOCIATION / NEW YORK 1917

901 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago, 1918
A M A Eagle with wings outspread above two shields. Below insignia of the U. S. Army Medical Corps. On ribbon, CHICAGO—1918
22 mm. Bronze.

816 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1919
Seashell on which is the caduceus, badge of the Medical Corps of the United States Army. Below, ATLANTIC CITY / AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
22 x 28 mm. Bronze.

881 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, New Orleans, 1920
Circle, above with A M A and staff of Aesculapius in center. To left, 19. To right, 20 Below, steamboat. To left NEW ORLEANS Below, AMERICAN / MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
22 x 27 Silvered metal.
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Boston, 1921.
Ancient ship with small boat along side. Five figures on shore in background. A M A / AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION / BOSTON 1921

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, St. Louis 1922.
Head facing. Ex. Dr. Wm. BEAUMONT
25 mm. Bronze. One copy a celluloid button.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, San Francisco, 1923
SAN FRANCISCO. 1923 / AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION In center the caduceus. In background, the sea, a ship and cliffs. Above the oval, a bear and below bunches of grapes.
14 x 24 mm. Bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago 1924
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN. City and lake. Hygeia to right holding aloft the caduceus in right hand while left hand rests on a shield. CHICAGO, 1924. Building below.
23 x 29 Gilt bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1925
Above, lighthouse. Below, a pier. In center ATLANTIC CITY 1925
Below, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Dallas, 1926
Above between two roses, a star. In circle below, A.M.A. Staff of Aesculapius. To left, 19. To right, 26. Ex. DALLAS
23 mm. Bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Washington, D.C. 1927
Capitol dome. Below a wreath in which A.M.A. / 19 staff of Aesculapius 27/ WASHINGTON, D.C.
22 mm. Bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Minneapolis, 1926
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN Below, staff of Aesculapius. To right and left two beavers between which is a dam. Ex. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. / 1926
27 x 30 Gilt.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Detroit 1930
A M A / DETROIT / 1930 Bridge, river below. In foreground to right, staff of Aesculapius.
27 mm. Bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Philadelphia 1931
PHILADELPHIA 19—31 Building and trees in relief. Ex. AMERICAN MEDICAL / ASSOCIATION Bar pin with circle behind which are laurel and oak branches. Around circle, A M A In center, staff of Aesculapius. Green ribbon with SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT Card E. B. KRUMBHAAR
23 x 30 Gilt.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Milwaukee, 1933
A M A. 1933 / MILWAUKEE Street through a city.
22 x 32 mm. Bronze.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Cleveland, Ohio, 1934
1934 / CLEVELAND Perpendicularly A M A to left.
21 x 21 irregular. Bronze.
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850 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1935
Seashell. At top ATLANTIC CITY Below, C/ A M A / A / 19-35
21 x 21 mm. Gilt.

893 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City, 1937
A M A to left. Light house with rays of light to right. Three sail
boats, Ex. ATLANTIC CITY / 1937
21 x 33 mm, Bronze.

894 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Chicago 1940
Ob. A M A Staff of Aesculapius to right. Below bust of Statue of Liberty.
To right, 1940 Ex. NEW YORK
Rev. GREENDUCK Co. / CHICAGO
34 x 26 irregular. Gilt.

895 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Cleveland, 1941
A M A / CLEVELAND / MOSES CLEAVELAND / city / 1941 To right, staff of Aesculapius. Full length figure of Moses Cleaveland facing.
28 x 28 Gilt.

896 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Atlantic City 1942
ATLANTIC / CITY / 1942 City and ocean A M A / Staff of Aesculapius.
23 x 29 Gilt.

823 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, OFFICER’S BUTTON 1914
868 White enamel center with cross in red surrounded by a dark blue band
with A M A M
12 mm. Lapel button.

821 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION GUEST BADGE Boston, 1921
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION / BOSTON 1921. Hygeia
seated to left, with right hand extending patera entwined by serpent.
Red satin ribbon and pin attached. On ribbon, GUEST / A.M.A.
25 mm. Gilt.

828 AMERICAN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, Congress of—Atlantic City 1919
Blue and gold enamel pin CONGRESS OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS
AND SURGEONS. ATLANTIC CITY. 1919. In center, white enamel
sea with sea shell, lighthouse and boat pictured. 22 mm.

860 AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION BUTTON
Porträt bust of Benjamin Rush to right. AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC
ASSOCIATION. BENJAMIN RUSH.
15 mm. White metal.

848 BADGE OF RANK
Silver ivy leaves (2) worn by Lieut. Col. William J. Taylor, M.C.,
U.S.A. World War April 6, 1917
25 x 28 mm. Silver.

835 CLINICAL CONGRESS OF SURGEONS OF NORTH AMERICA, Chicago, 1917
Red enamel membership button in form of Maltese Cross 1917 / C S C
12 x 12 mm.

846 COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
A wide blue satin badge with brass pin and gild fringe. On ribbon the
seal of the College, COLL. MED. PHILAD. INSTIT. A. D.
MDCCCLXXXVII. In center a pedestal with lamp of knowledge. Below,
NON SIBI SED TOTI
829 CONNECTICUT MEDICAL SOCIETY 1810-1884
Ob. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF YALE UNIVERSITY 1813-1913 Bust facing.
Rev. SIGILL: COLL: YALE: NOV: PORT: NOV: ANGL—In field, shield with open book. Above, ET To left, LUX To right, VERITAS
Below, BASTIAN BROS. CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y. Attached to bar pin with dark blue ribbon. On bar, MEDICAL INSTITUTION OF
YALE COLLEGE / CONNECTICUT MEDICAL SOCIETY / 1810-1884
35 mm. Bronze.

858 HARVARD TERCENTENARY, badge of Marshal
Ob. ANNO ACADEMIAE HARVARDIANAE TERCENTESIMO
MDCCCCXXXVI In center between palm and bay leaves open books on which are, VE RI / TAS
Rev. 1636-1936 / OUT OF SMALLE / BEGINNINGS GREAT / ER THINGS
HAVE / BEEN PRODUSED BY HIS / HAND THAT MADE ALL /
THINGS OF NOTHING / AND GIVES BEING / TO ALL THINGS /
THAT ARE
A 28 mm. reduction of the medal #734. White metal. Hung on a red ribbon.

III. INT. CONG. HIST. MED. / LONDON 1922. A stickpin badge showing the Centaur Chiron carrying baskets on his shoulders. Below,
XEIPWV
20 x 26 mm. oval. White metal.

831 HYGIENE, XIV International Congress, Berlin 1907
Hygeia facing with Aesculapian staff. At right perpendicularly, HYGIEIA
To left, XIV / INT. CONGR. / F. HYG. U. / DEMOGR. / BERLIN / 1907
30 mm. diamond shaped pin with red, white and blue ribbon attached.

Ob. CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS Bust to left.
Rev. Washington, D.C. Capitol building. Below, crossed branches. Hung from a bar on which, NINTH / INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CON-
GRESS / 1887
35 mm. Aluminum. Red ribbon attached.

840 MEDICINE, XII International Congress, Moscow, 1897.
Beneath serpent and chalice a shield resting on a branch of laurel at left. Upon it, XII / CIM / MOSCOU / 1897
A very thin metal pin.

837 MEDICINE, XIII International Congress, Paris 1900
Ob. Hygeia, laureated and seated to right sheltering with her veil an antique lamp on a column. Ex. LANGVENTEM / SVSCITAT. IGNE Signed F.
Vernon
Rev. XIII / CONGRES / INTERNATIONAL / DE MEDECINE The city of Paris with view of Notre Dame. Ex. Shield of the city upon a branch of laurel, and mirror entwined by serpent. Ex. PARIS / 2—9 / AOUT / 1900 22 x 40 mm. Irregularly rectangular. Silver.

825 MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL FACULTY—Dedication exercises 1909.
Ob. Aesculapius seated on 'throne, reading with staff in right hand. At his feet are books, PATHOL. / ANAT. / CHEM. / SCIENTIA / HIST. NAT.
Rev. Building with tied laurels below. To left, 1799. To right 1909. Below, DEDICATION EXERCISES / MAY 13TH 1909 / MEDICAL AND
CHIRURGICAL / FACULTY / OF MARYLAND
38 mm. Bronze.
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805 MEDICAL HISTORY, IX International Congress 1932
Ob. Pointed oval blue enamel pin with white rim. Snake coiled about a retort 1932—32 Below, IX. CONGRESS / INTERNATIONAL / I.ST. MRD. / BUCURESTI star
Rev. CERBU

804 MEDICAL HISTORY, XTH International Congress, Madrid 1935.
Ob. White center with gold letters, SEPTember / 23—29 / 1935 On red band surrounding, VRSARIA emblem MANTVA emblem MADRID In blue band surrounding the red one, emblem, CONGRASO INTERNATIONAL D HISTORIADIA MEDICINA 29 mm. Red, white and blue enamel button.

844 MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY, Atlantic City 1900
Celluloid button with arms of New Jersey pictured. Below, on ribbon, LIBERTY AND PROSPERITY / WHITEHEAD & HAOG CO., NEWARK, N.J. Attached to white and blue ribbon on which, MEMBER / MEDICAL SOCY / OF / NEW JERSEY . . . . ATLANTIC CITY / 1900

802 MEDICAL SOCIETY, State of Pennsylvania 1925. 75th annual session.

Ob. J. HUGHLINGS—JACKSON Bust facing to left. Below, 1835-1935
Rev. SECOND / INTERNATIONAL / NEUROLOGICAL / CONGRESS / LONDON / 1935 37 mm. Silver. Attached to 22mm. bar pin.

842 OREGON PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION 1893

839 OTOTOLOGY, Ninth International Congress, Boston 1912.
Ob. Over seal of Harvard University a scroll upheld by stalks of maize, upon which NINTH / INTERNATIONAL / OTOTOLOGICAL CONGRESS / MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF / HARCROD UNIVERSITY / 1912 / BOSTON Below, Aesculapius seated, facing to left, with left foot on stool and empty staff in right hand. At right, a flaming altar entwined by serpent.

849 PHYSIOLOGY, XV International Congress, Moscow 1935

847 ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORP (Great Britain)
Badge as it was worn on the field service uniform (1914). Taken from the collar of Major James Galloway's tunic. Tied laurels within which
is a staff about which a serpent is entwined. Above, a crown. Below on ribbon, ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORP.
Bronze.

845 SURGEONS, Third International Congress of Surgeons, Brussels, 1911.
A stickpin in red and green enamel with gold. 3RD CONGRESS / BRUXELLES / 1911

Ob. Robed figure seated with arms upraised. Pinned to a red and white and blue ribbon.
35 mm. Bronze.

20 x 30 mm. Silver plated.

841 SURGERY, International Congress, New York City 1914.
Membership badge. A button of white metal with a white enamel square containing a red cross with the letters S I C Below, a typewritten card, KEEN On ribbon below, NEW YORK 1914.

806 SERVICE BUTTON
White button with red edge. In the white field three blue stars. Worn by C. H. Krumhhaar 1917-1919, a father of two sons and one daughter in active service in the World War.
22 mm. Celluloid.

838 TUBERCULOSIS, British Congress 1901.
Badge on stickpin. Oval surmounted by a crown and a crowned lion. BRITISH CONGRESS ON TUBERCULOSIS. 1901. In center picture in enamel, sun sending its rays through a window. Mountains in distance.
25 x 32 mm.

Ob. Ill figure reclining in a chair.
Rev. City pictured / CONGRES / INTERNAL / DE LA / TUBERCULOSE / PARIS 2-7 OCT / 1905
Bell-shaped lead. Attached to a white ribbon with red patriarchal cross stamped thereon.

Ob. Female, half facing, arising from sea with arms uplifted to the sun. In left hand an hour glass. Behind her a dragon. At left, LVMEN Signed, V. BRENNER
Rev. In tied laurel wreath, an eagle to left, perched on oak bough before stars and stripes. Below, INTERNATIONAL / CONGRESS / ON / TVBERCOLOSI / 1908 / patriarchal cross.
31 x 36 Gilt bronze, attached to red, white and blue ribbon.

843 TUBERCULOSIS, National League against Tuberculosis.
Ob. On rim, LEGA NAZIONALE CONTRO LA TVBERCOLOSI A patera on stand. To left, a naked child with bow and arrow aiming at a serpent. Below, YTEIA Ex. . . .
Rev. 1° CONGRESSO CONTRO LA TUBERCOLOSI In circle, NAPOLI / MDCCCC
29 mm. German silver button.
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836 TUBERCULOSIS, Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis An oval with patriarchal cross in center. FRESH AIR LEAGUE. PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS.
14 x 19 mm. oval. Bronze. Adopted October 1908.

862 UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Ob. University of PENNSYLVANIA Shield of the University. In chief, gules, dolphin and books: in ground, a chevron with three plates. The books represent learning, the dolphin is taken from Benjamin Franklin's Arms and the chevron and plates from those of William Penn. Beneath on a ribbon, the motto LEGES—VANAE/SINE MORIBUS On either side of the shield 1740-1940
Rev. A herm crowned by two heads back to back, divided by laurel. Facing left, Benjamin Franklin as an old man crowned with bays, to represent the past; facing right a youth looking to the new light for guidance in the future. In the ground TEMP/ERIS LUX—ILLUSTRET/ACTI—POSTERITATIS/VIAM Below to left, the lighted lamp of learning. Above to right, an electric bulb with zig-zag rays. At the base C in circle and RTM (monogram) 1938. On edge, BRONZE 29 mm. reduction of the bicentennial medal. Each of these seven medals are hung on different colors of ribbon; Copper for Social Science; Green for Medicine; White for Humanities; Yellow for Natural Sciences; Brown for Fine Arts; Scarlet for Religion and Red, white and blue used by Delegates of other institutions.

807 WELFARE FEDERATION BUTTON worn by workers in the annual campaign.
SUPPOSE/NOBODY/CARED/?
21 mm. White celluloid.